
ENG1002 Engineering Design 2

Systems
- Units and Dimensions

Length (m)
Mass (kg)
Temperature (k) = oC + 273
Time (s)
Ampere (A) Electric current
Luminous intensity (Candela)
1 Atm = 101324 Pa = 101.324 kPa

Classification of Properties
Intensive – independent of mass Extensive – dependant on

mass/ depend on the size of the system
>Temperature (K) (not measure of E,
system can be small but hot)
>Pressure (Pa) (big/small balloon can
have same pressure)
>Density (kg/m3) (amount of volume
occupied by mass)
>Concentration (kg/m3) (amount of
mass in certain volume)
>Specific properties (J/kg, m3/kg)

>Volume (m3)
>Energy (J) ( mass  energy)
>Mass (kg)

- What is a system?
A system is the equipment and/or material contained within a specified
boundary. The boundary may be physical (e.g. container walls, liquid surface)
or conceptual (e.g. an imaginary surface containing a specified amount of matter
and following this matter through a process). Everything outside the system
boundary is the environment. Occasionally Control Volume is used instead of
system. Figure 1.6 shows typical systems.

For a closed system we are looking at fixed system w/ no mass transfer across
boundary, track mass of system
For open system we track space, a point in space

>>We are only concerned with what leaves/enters the system through the
boundary

Commented [tr1]: For example, to convert 70 km/h
into m/s

Commented [tr2]: (as mass  this property )

Commented [tr3]: Measure of hotness, how rapid
molecules vibrate

Commented [tr4]: Specific Energy

Commented [tr5]: Specific Mass

Commented [tr6]:
(a) fixed conceptual boundary (b) fixed physical
boundary (c) conceptual boundary

Commented [tr7]: E.g. w/ a balloon, wall covers
air in system, air is system, wall is tangible
boundary and everything else is environment.

Commented [tr8]: E.g. w/ water flowing through
pipe, pipe is an open system w/ water flowing
through. Wall creates tangible boundary but
inlets cause non tangible boundary. Mass can
flow In and out of system (no fixed mass)



The Balance Equation

- Mass Balance Equation
If In > out pipe can expand under pressure  In – out > 0 so In-out=
Accumulation
If In < out pipe can shrink if buckled  In – out < 0 so In-out= Deaccumulation

Two mechanisms allow inputs/outputs to cross system boundary; flow & diffusion
Gen and Dis allow for transformations of quantity being balanced.
>>Accumulation = inflow + intrans – outflow – outtrans + generation – dissipation

Some quantities (total mass, mass of atomic species, total E, linear momentum)
are conserved. Conserved quantities cant be generated or destroyed
>>Accumulation = inflow + intrans – outflow – outtrans

- Types of systems
Isolated; Nothing can cross boundary i.e. isolated from environment and cannot
interact with it
>>Accumulation = generation – dissipation
Closed; No flow enters or leaves, may be transfer across boundary.
>>Accumulation = =intrans – outtrans + generation – dissipation

Open/Flow; There is flow into or out of the system across the system boundary.
We will focus on this system, in steady state (all variables independent of time
hence no accumulation of quantity).
The general balance equation for an open system operating in steady state
then becomes:
>>0 = inflow + intrans – outflow – outtrans + generation – dissipation

Commented [tr9]: Transformations occur within the
system boundary – nothing needs to cross the
boundary – and may be due to chemical reaction
(appearance of products, disappearance of reactants)
or due to interconversion of energy forms. (e.g.
potential energy to kinetic energy).

Commented [tr10]: A sealed container of water on a
hot plate is an example. There is no flow of water into
or out of the sealed container, but there is transfer of
energy into the water from the hot plate. This is heat
transfer and it is non-convective, or diffusive since it is
not associated with a flowing stream passing through
the system boundary.



How Does an Incandescent light bulb work?

Materials made up of atoms w/ neutrons, protons and electrons
As temp  particles vibrate (acquire E that allows them to make excursions from
equilb. positions)

Move atoms closer together = total E of two-atom system  (bonding occurs)
Move atoms too close together = total E  rapidly (electron shells overlap)

Equilib. atomic separation A0, where total E of two-atom system passes through
min Eo, which measures strength of bonding.

A0 = spacing of atoms at 0K

If atoms have additional E (like thermal E; kT, k=Boltzmann’s constant) at any temp above 0K,

they make vibrations to positions a1 and a2.
At any temp T, average spacing of atoms is > A0, hence as temp  atoms have

more E then make larger vibrations and average spacing  

E0 = E required to take 2 atoms apart

Moving atoms far apart is like melting a material, so the more E we put in the deeper the curve,
the lower the E0 the higher the melting point (as it needs more E to separate atoms)

- Thermal Properties
There are two important consequences of this thermal behaviour of materials:
1. As temp , ave spacing of atoms   total volume occupied by atoms must  (thermal

expansion ) L / L =  * T = [strain/T]= strain

2. From vibration of particles, this results in collisions between particles. When a charged

particle undergoes acceleration/deceleration it gives off electromagnetic radiation

- Specific Heat Capacity Cp

Amount of E required to heat materials
To take tungsten filament from room temp to operating temp (2500K) requires
Cp*T*Mass = min amount of E needed transferred from electrons (current) to the Tungsten

atoms

- Electrical Properties
I = > if filament has lower R.
Wire w/ larger diameter = more electrons can flow and  wire will have lower R than the wire

made of the same material but of smaller cross-section.
A longer wire means flowing electrons have  opportunities to collide w/ atoms of the filament

Resistance = electrical property (depends on both geometry of wire & material)

Corresponding material property is the resistivity, ρ [Ω.m], R(Ω)

L = length of a wire [m] and A = cross-section [m2].

ρ = material property, L/A = geometry

Commented [tr52]: Bcas electrons of two atoms
overlap (this isn’t allowed, ‘Pali exclusion
principle’)

Commented [tr53]: Amount of E required to raise
the temp of 1kg of a material by 1 degree.

Commented [tr54]: This is a geometry independent
measure of how easy or difficult it is for electrons to flow
through a material.



- Conductivity
Conductivity (σ) = product of no. of charge carriers (n), the charge on the charge
carrier (q) and mobility of the charge carrier (μ)
conductivity = σ = n*q*µ

In a metal, the no. of electron in the conduction band is high but conductivity of all metals !=
>As temp , resistivity of metals  due to a electron mobility (μ) .

As temp , atoms vibrate more and more and this  chance of electrons bumping into each

other – each collision slows the electron (average mobility ).

A temp dependence of resistivity is shown in all metals (opposite happens for semiconductors)

Notice Pure Cu resistivity = 0 when temp approaches 0. This is superconductivity (conduct

electricity w/ 0 resistance), some materials exhibit it at much higher temps than 0K.

>Useful for transporting elec. over distance w/ no waste of elec E as heat, due to Joule heating

Adding Ni to Cu  resistivity due to  conducting electron mobility
Pure Cu has regular 3D lattice w/ average separation (a0), but Ni atoms size !== Cu atom size,
as a result when in Cu lattice they disturb arrangement  chance of conducting electrons
bumping and slowing down (similar effect observed for alloys  pure metals have 
conductivity)
e.g. Adding impurities gives new properties
B atoms > tungsten atoms  will disrupt perfection of lattice; this disruption  chance of
conducting electrons bumping thereby  mobility and so any atoms added =  resistivity

B atoms are bigger than tungsten atoms and will disrupt perfection of lattice

This disruption increases change of bumping into an atom therefore decreases mobility

Why does tungsten filament have coil shape?

Spring shape accommodates for thermal expansion; we can also design to take into account for
temps > than room temp and much lower (in space, everything contracts)

E.g. Determine how much electrical E is pulled by each light and of that electrical E how much is used

as heat and how much as light (Note: Cp = E required to heat 1kg of material by 1 degree)

kettle hold 2L = 2kg, Water (Cp) ~ 4000J/(kg*C)

E consumed = mass*Cp*deltaT

= 2*4000*(100-22) = 642000J

If it takes 5min to boil, Power = 642000J / 300s = 2140 Watt

E consumed / t = mass*Cp*(deltaT / t)

E consumed per unit time = Power

Power consumed = mass*Cp*heating rate
Connect light box to dc power supply

Power supplied = power consumed

How much is consumed heating things can be calculated by measuring the heating rate, the

remaining power therefor goes to making light

Commented [tr59]: Which are usually, but not
always, electrons



- Extrinsic semiconductors (doped with n or p type)

A n-type semiconductor …………………………………………………………………
Atom of Phosphorous (P) added to Si

Phosphorous = P = 1s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p3
 Has 5 valence electrons; needs 3 electrons to complete outer-shell

When P is doped in Si lattice there is an extra ‘free’ electron seen in (a)

These free electron occupies an E state called ‘donor state’ seen in (b)

As donor state lies close to conduction band, w/ small excitation from
applied field electrons jump from donor state into conduction band

contributing to current seen in (d)

The doping of P atoms contributes an extra – charged electron = n-type

Only charge carriers in n-type = electrons but is temperature dependant

No. of charge carriers = no. of P atoms added

A p-type semiconductor ……………………………………………………………………
Atom of Boron added to Si

Boron = B = 1s2 2s2 2p1
 Has 3 valence electrons; needs 5 electrons to complete outer shell

When we dope Si w/ an atom w/ one less electron in its valence shell

(like B) we create an E state called the ‘acceptor state’ which lies close

to the valence band

W/ small excitation from applied field, electrons from valance band jump

into acceptor state leaving behind a positively charged ‘hole’
The + charged holes in valance band can move in response to an applied
field resulting in current flow

Since the addition of B into Si is what causes the generation of holes;

Charge carriers = the holes but is temp dependant

No. of holes = no. of B atoms added



No of charge carriers

Conductivity
Conductivity =  = nh*qh*uh

Conductivity of extrinsic semiconductors is controlled by no. of dopants added
Conductivity =  = nh*qh*uh

No. of dopants = no. of charge carriers
If we  no. of dopants, we  electron/hole mobility, want balance of dopant concentration

For extrinsic semi-conductors the temperature dependence is based on no. of charge carriers

E.g. for extrinsic n-type Si the no. of charge carriers ………………………………………………….
At low temps we are in freeze-out region, at 0K there no E to jump

as we  temp electrons then have enough E to jump from donor state

Around a critical temp we get a region where no. of charge carriers = constant;
 in extrinsic region all donor electrons have already jumped

hence the no. of charge carriers doesn’t 

At high temps in the intrinsic region electrons have enough E to jump from valance to
conduction band (leaving behind holes) this then  no. of charge carriers dramatically!

Freeze out + extrinsic electrons conduct

Intrinsic region both holes and electrons will conduct as E is high enough

If it was an extrinsic p-type sample;

Holes in freeze out + extrinsic region would conduct

Intrinsic region Holes & electrons conduct

E.g. for extrinsic p-type Si the conductivity ………………………………………………………………
At low temps (60K to 150K) conductivity  bcas in freeze out region

Gives electrons enough E to jump into acceptor states to create holes

The more E we give the more charge carriers in system
But as we  temp atoms vibrate more and more   chance of conducting

electrons bumping which  mobility

Usually an  in temp means  in charge carriers so the lost mobility would be

overwhelmed by the  in no. of charge carriers, but, in p-type w/in the

extrinsic region no. of charge carriers doesn’t  w/ temp  this

 mobility causes  conductivity

Once were in intrinsic region, we have enough E for all electrons to jump from valance
so we see conductivity  rapidly in the intrinsic region



- Loops and Branches
Branch

Portion of circuit w/ single element and nodes at each end
Basically all circuit elements are branches

Loops
Closed path through a circuit where no node/branch is encountered twice

- Kirchhoff’s Voltage Law (KVL)
Sum of V in a loop = 0
E.g.

=

The above diagrams are equivalent; defined
voltage between the 5V and 0V nodes implies a
(virtual) voltage source to complete the loop

Series elements have = current
Parallel elements have = voltage

E.g.

SERIES & PARALLEL ELEMENTS
Series Parallel

Resistors Add Recip Add
Capacitors Recip Add Add
Inductors Add Recip Add
Voltage Sources Add N/A
Current Sources N/A Add

Commented [tr16]: Pro tip:
Req = R1 || R2

= (R1*R2) / (R1 + R2)



Advanced Circuit Analysis

- Superposition
We can set independent sources to 0

However, we are NOT ALLOWED to set DEPENDANT sources to 0
E.g.
Find Vr the voltage across the middle 1ohm resistor

Vr has contribution from 10V and 1A sources
In linear circuits, Vr = ∑ individual contributions

To find individual contributions; SET ALL OTHER INDEPENDENT SOURCES TO 0
To find Vr(10V); set 1A sources to 0 (Open circuit)
To find Vr(1A); set 10V source to 0 (Short circuit)

Current divider

Voltage divider

Commented [tr18]: Although they may become 0 as a
consequence



- Transistor Analysis Steps

E.g.

Equiv. CUTOFF circuits Equiv. FORWARD ACTIVE circuits Equiv. SATURATION circuits

IB = IC = IE = 0 IC = IB w/  = current gain
useful for battery charging circuit where we
want to limit current used to charge battery

If a circuit contains both transistors
and diodes (LED) the LED could be
on/off so we have 6 circuits we need
to test


